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ABSTRACT 
Let f: (X,x) --t (CO) be a smoothing. We show that the Lefschetz number of the monodromy 
n(f) depends only on data provided by some resolution of space (X,x) and the pull-back off. 
Moreover, we prove that A(f) depends only on the residue class off modulo the intersection of 
certain ideals which are uniquely defined by the underlying space; this will be a consequence of a 
more general statement about uniqueness of minimal filtrations defined by exceptional divisors. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Any germ of a homomorphic function f:(X,O)-t(C,O) on an analytic 
space germ (X,0) defines an (algebraic) monodromy: 
h/ : H’(Ff, C) -+ H’(F,, C), 
where Ff is the Milnor fibre off. 
By a result of A’Campo, if the underlying space germ is smooth, then the 
Lefschetz number of the monodromy: 
A(f) := C (-l)‘trace[hf; H’(Ff,C)] 
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is equal to zero if f is singular, respectively is equal to 1 if f is regular. 
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The situation becomes more complicated if (X,0) is not smooth. We have 
proved in [Ti] several results (in a general setting), by using a version of Le’s 
“carrousel” method [Le]. 
1.2. In this paper, we use the method of A’Campo instead - which involves 
resolution of singularities - and get some new results. 
Denote by (X,,,,,O) the germ of the singular locus of (X,0) and by I,Sina,oC 
ax0 the reduced ideal of (X,i”,,O). Let H be a divisor, defined as the germ in 
0 of the zero set of a function f: (X, 0) + (C, 0). Denote by @ := @& the local 
algebra of (X,0) and by ~tl :=tn,,, its maximal ideal. 
Let X denote some small enough representative of the germ (X, 0) and let H 
denote the zero locus of some representative off on X. 
By the work of Hironaka [Hi], there is a local resolution: 
r:(W,W&-+(X,fi) 
such that: W, := r-‘(H) is a normal crossings divisor (abbreviated n.c. divisor) 
in the smooth space W. 
The set S := r-‘(O) is a compact subvariety of W, since r is proper (by defini- 
tion). Also by definition, r induces an isomorphism: 
rl : W \ (rm’(Xsing) U Wd --t X \ (Xsine U ff). 
In general, the Milnor fibre FJ:=f m’(f)nX, for some t close to 0, is not 
smooth and r-‘(F’) is not homotopy equivalent to Fj. Nevertheless, if f is a 
smoothing of H, that is when: 
(1) (Xstnr, 0) c (H, O), 
then Fr is smooth and r-‘(Ff) is isomorphic to Ff. 
1.3. We prove in this paper that, if f: (X,x)-(C,O) is a smoothing, then the 
Lefschetz number depends only on the residue class off in m/g,,,, where gx,e 
is an ideal defined by using some resolution of the space (X, 0). It turns out that 
9x,0 does not depend on the resolution. Moreover, $x.0 is an intersection of 
a finite number of “minimal” ideals and these ideals do not depend on the 
resolution as well (see Proposition 2.11, Theorem 3.5 and the remark 3.7(b)). 
In particular, if (X,0) is isolated then &a contains m$,,; hence the Lefschez 
number A(f) depends only on the residue class off, modulo mi,,. 
Finally, we consider two naturally arising examples: the underlying space is 
a cone over a projective hypersurface. 
2. LEFSCHETZ NUMBER AND A’CAMPO’S METHOD 
2.1. The construction of A’Campo [A’C-21 yields a model for the Milnor fibre 
Ff, in the case when f is a smoothing. 
The model he constructed also provides a decomposition of the Milnor fibre 
r-‘(Ff) off or into certain “pieces”, as we roughly show in the following: 
Let B := U,EJr EJ be the exceptional divisor of r (which is not compact, 
unless X+ng = {0}) and its decomposition into irreducible components. We may 
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and do assume that S intersects all the components I?, . Denote by fi the proper 
transform of N by r. Then we have the equality of divisors: 
” I 
(2) Wo = H+,FJ nJ(Ej)E, 7 
r 
where nf(Ej) is a positive integer, for any j E J,., by the condition (1). 
Let U be a small enough tubular neighbourhood of W,; then r-‘(Ff)C U. 
This neighbourhood U can be retracted to a neighbourhood U’ of S and the 
retraction is compatible with the Milnor fibration of fo r. Next, S intersects all 
the components of A; we consider the set of all the points where a fixed divisor 
EjO intersects S but no other component of W, does. Take a small tubular 
neighbourhood Ujo of this smooth set and consider the intersection of r-‘(FJ) 
with U),. This is one of the pieces in the decomposition of F, produced by 
A’Campo. 
The decomposition behaves nicely with respect to the monodromy: each piece 
has a well defined geometric monodromy which makes the computation of the 
Lefschetz number of any power of the algebraic monodromy easy. 
It follows that the zeta function is a product over all the pieces in the decom- 
position. Actually, A’Campo defines: 
Si := 
i 
s E S ) the equation of W, at s is of the form z’= 0, 
for a local coordinate z, in the point SE W. 1 
and is able to prove, under the condition (l), the formula: 
2.2. Theorem. [A’C-2, Theoreme 3.1 
<J(t) = n (1 - t’)-X(s’). 
Ikl 
0 
This is a consequence of the formula for the Lefschetz number of a power of 
the algebraic monodromy hf: 
2.3. Theorem. [A’C-2, Theoreme 1.1 
(a) n(h,k)=Cilr i.x(S,), for kll, 
(b) ~(~~)=x(FJ)=C,., i-x(W 0 
2.4. Remark. An attempt to make A’Campo’s construction [A’C-21 work 
beyond the limit given in condition (1) is by replacing the resolution r by a 
modification over H. We refer to 4.2 for an example of such a case. 
We assume from now on that f is a smoothing, i.e. ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2.5. For any component ~j, there is a well defined valuation ordc, on &jr.+, I g,. 
For any f E IJ+~,o, we say that ordt, (f o r) is the multiplicity off o r along the 
component Ej. According to the relation (2), we have: 
. 
ordg, (f 0 r) = no. 
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These multiplicities enter in the zeta-function formula of A’Campo (Theorem 
2.2) together with the Euler characteristic of each component of l? minus its 
intersections with other components of the set (j-0 r= O}. 
The Lefschetz number formula, as part of the zeta-function formula, re- 
quires only the data for those components of I? for which the multiplicity (in 
the sense above) is 1. Our first aim is to identify them. 
To simplify the notation, we shall use sometimes the same notation for a (space) 
germ as for some small enough representative of it. 
2.6. We find the following way convenient to produce a resolution r as in 1.1: 
(i) resolve the space germ (X, 0) by rc : (X’, E) ---f (X, Xsing) such that E is a 
n.c. divisor and then 
(ii) resolve the divisor {fo n =0} on the smooth space germ (X’, X-‘(O)) 
into a normal crossings divisor. 
The second stage (ii) is necessary since {fo n=O} may be not a n.c. divisor; 
hence one has to blow-up further. By [Hi], there is indeed a sequence of 
blowing-ups which leads to the final resolution r with the desired properties: 
rk f-1 i7 
r: Xk-Xk~,-...-X,-X’-X. 
Each step ri : Xi + Xi_ 1 is a blowing-up along a smooth subvariety V;_, in- 
cluded in the locus where D;_, := {fo ~0 rl 0 .s. 0 r,_ 1 = 0) is equimultiple and 
is not a n.c. divisor. It follows that D,_, has multiplicity r2 along vi_, and, 
consequently, the new exceptional divisor introduced by ri gets multiplicity ~2 
in the total transform D;. 
The immediate consequence is that the divisors created by further blowing- 
ups do not count for the Lefschetz number. 
Moreover, we show in the next two easy lemmas that the further blowing-ups 
do not influence the data which are necessary for the formula of the Lefschetz 
number. 
2.7. Let E= Ujt,,” E, be the decomposition of the exceptional divisor of 7~ 
into irreducible components and let (f-} denote the proper transform of 
{f=O) by TC. 
Lemma. Denote by I$” the proper transform of the component EJ, j E 1, by 
the composition of blowing-ups (r, 0 ... 0 r,). For any iE (1, . . . , k} and any 
jE J= we have: 
ordg(o(fonorl o... ori) = ord,,(fon). 
/ 
Proof. It is a step-by-step proof; we make explicit the first step. The first 
blowing-up rl is along a smooth subvariety of the ambient space in which Ej 
is a smooth subvariety itself. The intersection of these two subvarieties has 
codimension in Ej at least 1. The local equation of {f 0 n = 0) at some generic 
point of E, is: ym = 0, where y is some local coordinate and m := ord,, (f 0 T[). 
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It is clear that the function f 0 n 0 r, will have the same multiplicity m along the 
proper transform of { y = 0) by rl. !Il 
2.8. Definition. For any Jo J,, define the open subset of E,: 
ET(f) := E]\({f_} u u E;). 
isJ,,~f, 
We usually write El* instead of E;“(f), if no confusion may arise. 
Lemma. For any ~EI~,~“~,,, any je J, and any ie { 1, . . . , k} we 
analytic isomorphisms: 
(rio..+or,) -‘(ET(f)) = E’(f). 
have the 
Proof. By definition, the locus of X’ where { fo 7r= 0} is not a n.c. divisor does 
not intersect El*, Vje J,. Hence, any modification in a subvariety VI contained 
in this locus (in particular our blowing-up r,) is an isomorphism over E;“. 
The repetition of this argument in each step (i.e. for rl,r2, . . ..rr) gives the 
proof of our assertion. 0 
2.9. To each component E,, one associates a filtration S(Ej)’ on 6 as follows: 
k,“,,O = PI > I* 1 ... ) 
where s(E,)k := { f~ IxSinn, 0 (ord,, (10 n) 2 k} and I’ := 6 
Hence, to any component E,, there corresponds a graded ring: 
Gr(E,), 0 := 0 @(EJ)‘/,l(E,)‘+‘. 
r=O 
2.10. It is easy to see that the method of A’Campo gives a proof to the: 
Proposition. If f E n,, J, .%(E,)2, then A(f) =O. n 
2.11. By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, we have proved that, if we fix a resolu- 
tion z : (X’, E) ---* (X,X&, then the Lefschetz number of some f EIX, *,ng, 0 is 
determined only by the Euler characteristics X(E;“), for jeJlr such that 
ordE, (fo X) = 1. Moreover: 
Proposition. The Lefschetz number A(f) depends only on the residue classes 
off in Gr(E,), 67, for jE J,. 
Proof. Suppose that _fe S(Ej)‘, f =fi + fi, where fi E S(Ej)‘, for a fixed j E J,. 
Let a E EJ be a generic point of EJ and let y = 0 be the reduced local equation 
of E, at the point a. Then the function fan in local coordinates around the 
point a becomes y. _fr’ t y2. f;, for some holomorphic functions f;, fi. Hence, 
we get the equality of sets: 
{fGZo)nE, = {f,~o~nnJ. 
This proves: x(EJ*( f )) =x(E,*(f,)), VjE J, such that ord,, (f o n) = 1. r1 
2.12. In the case (X,0) is an isolated singularity, any nonzero function 
f: (X, 0) --t (C, 0) is a smoothing and one can easily prove: 
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Lemma. If (X, 0) is an isolated singularity then, for any f Em2, we have: 
ord,, (f 3 71) z 2, Vj E J,. In particular: 
m2C n S(Ej)‘. cl 
/E .I. 
Remarks. (a) The statement [A’C-1, Theoreme I] becomes a consequence of 
Lemma 2.12 and Proposition 2.10 above. 
(b) If (X,0) is isolated then, by Proposition 2.11, the Lefschetz number 
depends only on the residue class off in m/m2. Apparently, this result 
cannot be derived by LE’s “carrousel” method. 
(c) There are examples of isolated (quotient) singularities (X,0) (see [Ti-t]) 
where n,,, , .~(Ej)’ strictly includes m2. 
3. THE UNIQUENESS OF THE MINIMAL FILTRATIONS 
3.1. The Lefschetz number does not depend on the chosen resolution of A; 
since it is a topological invariant of the germ (X,0). On the other hand, we have 
shown that the Lefschetz number is a well defined function: 
We show in the following that the intersection of ideals n,,,, S(E,)’ does not 
depend on the resolution rr, hence we may denote it by ,9x,0. Actually, we 
prove a stronger result (Theorem 3.9, which implies that even some of the 
ideals S(E,)‘, je J,, namely the minimal ones, are uniquely determined by the 
underlying space. 
A similar, but weaker result was proved by Fine [Fi, Theorem 11. As he did, 
we use Hironaka’s theorem on the elimination of points of inde!erminacy 
[Hi, p. 140) as a basis for the proofs. 
3.2. Let n, : (X”‘, E”‘) --+ (X, Xsina) and 712 : (X”‘, E’z’) 4 (X, Xsinp) be two reso- 
lutions of the space germ (X, 0). Thus, the germs (X”‘, E”‘) and (Xc2’, E”‘) are 
bimeromorphically equivalent. 
According to the above cited theorem of Hironaka, there are a smooth 
germ (2, E) and two proper morphisms el : (2, ,!?) +(X”‘, E”‘), e2 : (2, ,!?) -+ 
(X’2’,E’2’), which are isomorphisms over X”‘\E”‘, resp. X’2’\E(2) and which 
fit into the commutative diagram: 
such that e2 is a finite succession of blowing-ups. 
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3.3. Definition. Let 7~ : (X’, E) --f (X, Xsing) be a resolution. Define the set L(n) 
of filtrations associated to TC by: 
L(n) := {F(E,)’ / jEJ,} 
and order this set by the inclusion relation “c”, that is: 
FF(Ej)’ G @(I?;)’ if and only if ok c J!F(E~)~, Vk E ttd. 
3.4. Definition. The subset ,~(rr) of minimal filtrations associated to 7c is de- 
fined as follows: 
fl(rc) := {.F(Ej)’ EL(n) ( I’ is minimal 
with respect to the order “C “}. 
Define also the subset I’M, of J, by: A4, := {Jo .I, / @(E~)‘E~(TT)}. 
With these notations at hand, we prove the following: 
3.5. Theorem. The set of filtrations p(n) is an invariant of the space (X,0). 
Proof. Let 7~,, 7r2 be any two resolutions of (X,Xsing) as in 3.2; they fit into the 
diagram (3). Take jeMnT2 and f EI;l,i,g,O such that ordE,(fo nz) = k, kEZ,. 
Denote by ~j the proper transform of Ej by ez. Then, by the Lemma 2.7, we 
have ordEJ (f 0 TC~ 0 ez) = k. 
There exists iEJ,, such that Q induces a morphism of germs er 1 : ($I?,) -+ 
(X(l), E/l’). Supposing ordE,‘“( f 0 n,) > k, it follows ordE, (f o 71, 0 el) > k. Since 
fo711oe1 =fon2OL?2* we get a contradiction. 
We have proved that: ,F(E,(‘))’ C_ S(E]“)‘. 
To get the converse inclusion, we interchange Xt2’ with Xt” in the diagram 
(3) and reason once again as above. We get that there is a jr E Jr, such that: 
@‘(E!2’)’ c S-(E!‘))’ c @(E!2))* /I I J ’ 
By the minimality, all these inclusions are equalities and J, EM,,. It also 
follows that iEM,,, by the same minimality principle. The conclusion: p(nr)= 
P( n,) becomes clear. cl 
3.6. Proposition. If (X,0) is isolated, then #&I, = #p(n). 
Proof. The reason was explained to us by Steenbrink. By results of Samuel 
[Sam] and Artin [Ar-11, [Ar-21, any isolated singularity is algebraic. Hence 
(X, 0) is isomorphic to a germ (q(x), where &is an affine algebraic variety. We 
embed GY in a projective variety Vand resolve all the singularities of Y& except 
the one at the point XE @. We get a projective space 9 with just one singular 
point x where the germ (Iyx) is isomorphic to our initial (X,0). 
There is a resolution Q : y’- “3 of the singularity of d5V such that g is pro- 
jective; let &:=Q-‘(x) be the exceptional divisor. Two different components 
F;l&?j of it give two different valuations ord8,,ord8, on the function field C(9) 
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(see e.g. [Mu, p. 1661). On the other hand, C(9) is also the field of fractions 
of the local ring A of -9 at the point x. It follows that the two valuations are 
different on A and that’s all what we need. L7 
3.7. Some immediate consequences of the Theorem 3.5 are: 
(a) The set of graded @-modules: 
G(n) := {Gr(E’),O 1 ~-EM,} 
is an invariant of (X,0). 
(b) The set of minimal, order two ideals P(~)(Z) := (.$(E;)’ 1 j~M,j is an 
invariant of (X, 0). This implies that the ideal $$0 = n,,,,, g(E,)’ does 
not depend on the resolution rr. 
4. TWOEXAMPLES 
4.1. Let (X, 0) be the germ of the affine cone over a smooth projective hyper- 
surface %:= (g = 0} c P”, n ~2. Here g is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree k and we assume that k~2. Next, consider a function U: Cntl + C, 
u = I+ q, where i is linear and q contains all the higher order terms. The restric- 
tion of u to (X, 0) gives a function f: (X, 0) -+ (C, 0). Denote by g the projective 
hyperplane defined by I. 
To compute the Lefschetz number, we first resolve the singularity of the 
space (X, 0); this is done by a single one-point-blowing-up 7~ : (YE) + (X, 0). By 
our results above, we get: 
(4) A(f) = X(E\{.FO)). 
The exceptional divisor E is isomorphic to the projective hypersurface .%“and one 
may also notice the isomorphism E \{f-} =.N’\.Y. Moreover, x(.H\ .V) = 
x(.W) - x(.%‘fl .P), hence our Lefschetz number A(f) depends essentially on 
how JZ? and .I% mutually intersect. 
The space :tie :=,H’n 9 is a projective hypersurface in P= P” ’ with at most 
isolated singularities at some points ai, iE I, for a finite set of indices I. If 
_9? is a general hyperplane, then ,v10 is smooth of degree k, hence ~(.rt;,)= 
n - [ 1 + (-I)“-’ (k - I)“] /k. The hypersurface .Yc?c P” is also smooth of degree 
k, so: 
A(f)=x(.%)-x(&)=1+(-l)“-‘(k-l)“. 
Iff is not general, then .%$, has isolated singularities and the formula for x(&) 
must be corrected: for each singular point cl; E;%~, icz I, there is, roughly 
speaking, a contribution equal to the Milnor number ,~u(.W&a~) of the isolated 
singularity germ (.ti& a,). Therefore, when isolated singularities are present, 
the compiete expression, using a result of Dimca [Di, Corollary 2.3]), is: 
(5) /l(f)=x(.%‘\~re,) = I+(-l)“-‘(k-I)“+(-I)“+’ ,F, P(.%Y a,). 
Note that .F(E)‘=m’, Vir 1, hence tFx.o=m’. 
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4.2. Let the hypersurface Xbe no more smooth, but with isolated singularities 
at the points bj ~2, je J, for a finite set of indices J. We consider a function 
u = I+ q as above, with the additional condition: bj @.Xn 9, Vje .I. 
The blowing-up TC as above does not resolve the space (X,0), but it is just 
enough for the computation of the Lefschetz number, as we show in the fol- 
lowing. Notice that u is no more a smoothing. 
The exceptional divisor E can be identified to <ti, hence has isolated singulari- 
ties. The intersection of E with the proper transform {_?a} does not contain 
singularities of E. 
If ye is a singular point of E, then the space germ (x yO) is isomorphic to the 
product germ (Cx E, (x0, t,,)), where x, resp. z, is a local coordinate at x0’ C, 
resp. a system of local coordinates at z. E E. Consequently, in some neighbour- 
hood of y,, the Milnor fibre of f 0 x has equation X=E, for some E close 
enough to zero. 
Due to the product situation, we easily get the geometric monodromy. The 
equality (4) above holds in this case too. The final formula will be similar to 
(5); the only difference is that Ye, is smooth, whereas Ye is singular: 
/l(/?f)=x(.re\,tio> = l+(-1>“-‘(k-I)“+(-I)“+’ c fi(.W:a;). 
/eJ 
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